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Abstract 

Recently map services (e.g., Google maps) and 

location-based online social networks (e.g., 

Foursquare) attract a lot of attention and businesses. 

With the increasing popularity of these location-based 

services, exploring and characterizing points of 

interests (PoIs) such as restaurants and hotels on maps 

provides valuable information for applications such as 

startup marketing research. Due to the lack of a direct 

fully access to PoI databases, it is infeasible to 

exhaustively search and collect all PoIs within a large 

area using public APIs, which usually impose a limit 

on the maximum query rate. In this paper, we propose 

sampling methods to accurately estimate PoI statistics 

such as sum and average aggregates from as few 

queries as possible. Experimental results based on real 

datasets show that our methods are efficient, and 

require six times less queries than state-of-the-art 

methods to achieve the same accuracy. 

 

Introduction 

Aggregate statistics (e.g., sum, average, and distribution) 

of points of interests (PoIs), e.g., restaurants and hotels 

on map services such as Google maps [2] and 

Foursquare [3], provide valuable information for 

applications such as marketing decision making. For 

example, the knowledge of the PoI rating distribution 

enables us to evaluate a particular PoI’s relative service 

quality ranking. Moreover, a restaurant start-up can infer 

food preferences of people in a geo- graphic area by 

comparing the popularity of restaurant PoIs serving 

different cuisines within the area of interest [4]. 

Meanwhile, it can also estimate its market size based on 

PoI aggregate statistics, such as the number of 

Foursquare users checked in PoIs within the area. 

Similarly, a hotel start-up can utilize hotel PoIs’ 

properties such as ratings and reviews to understand its 

market and competitors. 

 

To exactly calculate the above aggregate statistics, it 

requires to retrieve all PoIs within the area of interest. 

However most map service providers do not provide the 

public with a direct fully access to their PoI databases, 

so we can only rely on public map APIs to explore and 

collect PoIs. Moreover, public APIs usually impose 

limits on the maximum query rate and the maximum 

number of PoIs returned in a response to a query, 

therefore it is costly to collect PoIs within a large area. 

For example, Foursquare map API [5] returns up to 50 

PoIs per query and it allows 500 queries per hour per 

account. To collect PoIs within 14 cities in Foursquare, 

Li et al. [6] spent almost two months using 40 machines 

in parallel. 

 

To address the above challenge, sampling is required. 

That is, a small fraction of PoIs are sampled and used to 

calculate PoI statistics. Due to the lack of a direct fully 

access to PoI databases, one cannot sample over PoIs in 

a direct manner, so it is hard to sample PoIs uniformly. 

The existing sampling methods [7], [8] have been 

proved to sample PoIs with biases. After sampling a 

fraction of PoIs using these two methods, one has no 

guarantees whether the PoI statistics obtained directly 

are to be trusted. To solve this problem, Dalvi et al. [7] 

propose a method to correct the sampling bias. However 

the method is costly because   it requires a large number 

of queries for each sampled PoI (e.g., on average 55 

queries are used in their paper).  
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The method in [8] samples PoIs with unknown bias, so it 

is difficult to remove its sampling bias. 

 

In this work we propose a new method random region 

zoom-in (RRZI) to eliminate the estimation bias. The 

basic idea behind RRZI is to sample a set of sub-regions 

from   an area of interest at random and then collect PoIs 

within sampled regions. However, when we query a 

sampled sub- region including a large number of PoIs, 

an unknown sampling bias is introduced if we only 

collect PoIs returned. Otherwise, we need to further 

divide the sampled sub- region to exhaustively collect all 

PoIs within it. It requires a large number of queries. To 

solve this problem, we divide the area of interest into 

fully accessible sub-regions without overlapping, where 

a region is defined as a fully accessible region if it 

includes PoIs less than the maximum number of PoIs 

returned for a query.  

 

Then it is efficient to collect PoIs within a sampled sub-

region, which requires just one query. To sample a fully 

accessible region, RRZI works as follows: From a 

specified area, RRZI divides the current queried region 

into two sub-regions without overlapping, and then 

randomly selects a non-empty sub-region as the next 

region to query. It repeats this process until it observes a 

fully accessible region. We show that RRZI is efficient, 

and it requires only a few queries to sample a fully 

accessible region. Besides its efficiency, the sampling 

bias of RRZI   is easy to be corrected, which requires no 

extra queries in comparison with the existing methods 

[7], [8]. To further reduce the number of queries, we 

propose a mix method RRZI URS, which first picks a 

small sub-region from the area of interest at random and 

then samples PoIs within the sub- region using RRZI.  

 

Moreover, for map services such as Google maps 

providing the total number of PoIs within an input 

search region, we propose a method to improve the 

accuracy of RRZI by utilizing this meta information. We 

perform experiments using a variety of real datasets, and 

show that our methods dramatically reduce the number 

of queries required to achieve the same estimation 

accuracy of state-of-the-art methods. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEMS:- 

The existing sampling methods have been proved to 

sample PoIs with biases. After sampling a fraction of 

PoIs using these two methods, one has no guarantees 

whether the PoI statistics obtained directly are to be 

trusted. Besides its efficiency, the sampling bias of RRZI 

is easy to be corrected, which requires no extra queries 

in comparison with the existing methods. We can see 

that there exist three fully accessible regions a, b, and c, 

which could be observed and sampled by RRZI. The 

probabilities of sampling a, b, and c are 1/2, 1/4, and 1/4 

respectively. We expect that the most efficient method is 

RRZIC MHWRS when there exists a publicly available 

API with meta information (i.e., the total number of PoIs 

within an input search region) returned for a query, and 

RRZI URS otherwise, which is validated by our 

experiments later. 

 

DISADVANTAGES:- 

While such a sampling methods search interface is often 

sufficient for an individual user looking for the nearest 

shops or restaurants, data analysts and researchers 

interested in an LBS service often desire a more 

comprehensive view of its underlying data. For example, 

an analyst of the fast-food industry may be interested in 

obtaining a list of all McDonald’s restaurants in the 

world, so as to analyze their geographic coverage, 

correlation with income levels reported in Census, etc. 

Our objective in this paper is to enable the crawling of 

an LBS database by issuing a small number of queries 

through its publicly available kNN web search interface, 

so that afterwards a data analyst can simply treat the 

crawled data as an offline database and perform 

whatever analytics operations desired. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEMS:- 

Propose sampling methods to accurately estimate PoI 

statistics such as sum and average aggregates from as 

few queries as possible. Experimental results based on 
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real datasets show that our methods are efficient, and 

require six times less queries than state-of-the-art 

methods to achieve the same accuracy. Propose a 

method to correct the sampling bias. However the 

method is costly because it requires a large number of 

queries for each sampled PoI (e.g., on average 55 queries 

are used in their paper). The method in samples PoIs 

with unknown bias, so it is difficult to remove its 

sampling bias. we propose a new method random region 

zoom-in (RRZI) to eliminate the estimation bias. The 

basic idea behind RRZI is to sample a set of sub-regions 

from an area of interest at random and then collect PoIs 

within sampled regions. 

 

Advantages:- 

A small fraction of PoIs are sampled and used to 

calculate PoI statistics. Due to the lack of a direct fully 

access to PoI databases, one cannot sample over PoIs in 

a direct manner, so it is hard to sample PoIs uniformly. 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation is the stage of the project when the 

theoretical design is turned out into a working system. 

Thus it can be considered to be the most critical stage in 

achieving a successful new system and in giving the 

user, confidence that the new system will work and be 

effective. 

 

The implementation stage involves careful planning, 

investigation of the existing system and it’s constraints 

on implementation, designing of methods to achieve 

changeover and evaluation of changeover methods. 

 

Modules Description: 

In this Project, We described three modules 

i).Points Of Interests, 

ii). Sampling, 

iii).Measurement 

Points of Interests:- 

Popularity of these location-based services, exploring 

and characterizing points of interests (PoIs) such as 

restaurants and hotels on maps provides valuable 

information for applications such as startup marketing 

research. Points of interests (PoIs), e.g., restaurants and 

hotels on map services such as Google maps and 

Foursquare provide valuable information for 

applications such as marketing decision making. For 

example, the knowledge of the PoI rating distribution 

enables us to evaluate a particular PoI’s relative service 

quality ranking. Moreover, a restaurant start-up can infer 

food preferences of people in a geographic area by 

comparing the popularity of restaurant PoIs serving 

different cuisines within the area of interest. 

 

Sampling:- 

Sampling Methods to accurately estimate PoI statistics 

such as sum and average aggregates from as few queries 

as possible. Experimental results based on real datasets 

show that our methods are efficient, and require six 

times less queries than state-of-the-art methods to 

achieve the same accuracy. To address the above 

challenge, sampling is required. That is, a small fraction 

of PoIs are sampled and used to calculate PoI statistics. 

Results for Foursquare datasets are similar, which are 

omitted here. In summary, the above straightforward 

sampling method is not easy to be implemented, so 

designing accurate and efficient sampling methods for 

estimating PoI statistics is a much challenging task. 

 

Measurement 

The sampling bias might introduce large errors into the 

measurement of PoI statistics. To solve this problem, we 
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use a counter  to record the probability of sampling a 

region from A, which is used to correct the sampling 

bias later is initialized with 1, and updated as follows: At 

each step, we set  = =2 if both 0(Q) and 1(Q) are non-

empty, otherwise  keeps unchanged. Finally records the 

probability of sampling a fully accessible sub-region 

from A. 

 

Algorithms:- 

i).Random Region Zoom-in 

ii).Random Region Zoom-in Count 

Random Region Zoom-in:- 

We propose a new method random region zoom-in 

(RRZI) to eliminate the estimation bias. The basic idea 

behind RRZI is to sample a set of sub-regions from an 

area of interest at random and then collect PoIs within 

sampled regions.Besides its efficiency, the sampling bias 

of RRZI is easy to be corrected, which requires no extra 

queries in comparison with the existing methods. To 

further reduce the number of queries, we propose a mix 

method RRZI URS, which first picks a small sub-region 

from the area of interest at random and then samples 

PoIs within the sub- region using RRZI. 

 
Random Region Zoom-in Count: 

 

Conclusion:- 

We propose methods to sample PoIs on maps, and give 

consistent estimators of PoI aggregate statistics. We 

show that the mix method RRZI URS is more accurate 

than RRZI under the same number of queries used. 

When PoI count information is provided by public APIs, 

RRZIC MHWRS utilizing this meta information is more 

accurate than RRZI URS. The experimental results 

based on a variety of real datasets show that our methods 

are efficient, and they sharply reduce the number of 

queries required to achieve the same estimation accuracy 

of stateof- the-art methods. 
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